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Raise the Bar on Both BI and Desktop UI with Infragistics Windows Forms Controls 
 
Infragistics Windows Forms controls provide complete usability and extreme functionality to your next desktop application. Ensure 
app adoption when you create the experiences your customers already know, with Microsoft-inspired features that mimic Word, 
Excel, and Outlook. 
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Installation 

Downloading Download Infragistics Controls for WinForms here 

What’s Changed 

ID Component Product Impact Description 
271168 CalcManager Bug Fix UltraCalcException is occurred if I put the custom combo(inherits UltraCombo) and UltraCalcManager together on the form.
268597 Combo Bug Fix UltraGridFilterUIProvider invoke incorrect resizing of UltraCombo DropDown area 
270353 DayView Bug Fix Last time slot won't be scrolled to when dragging an appointment 

270895 DockManager Bug Fix Error message that the "AllowDrop property is set to true but the ApartmentState of the current thread does not support drag drop" in 
UltraDockManager. 

267614 Excel Bug Fix NameReference.ReferencedRegion returns null on first time query 
271008 ExplorerBar Bug Fix Context Menu appears larger 

269189 FormattedTextEditor Bug Fix 
There are not seperate resouce strings/properties for the menu item and the tooltip 
 
New Tool Caption Strings 
 
New ToolTip Strings - these are essentially the same as the original strings, but they are better named and will take
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265969 General Bug Fix 

We have implemented a fix, but the real problem here is in the sample.  
 
This sample is assigningan ImageList to various appearance and setting the Image property on the Appearance to a string (key) of an image. But the 
ImageLists in this sample contain no images.  
 
When the control tries to get the image, it detects that Image is a string and tries to get the image by key. This fails, since the image does not exist. 
 
Then it tries to convert the "Image" property into an integer. This is causing a FormatException to occur because the string 
an integer. The exception is caught, but it causes a FormatException and that slows down the application.
 
The isl file makes a difference only becuase the Office2010 style libraries are using more transparent colors and this causes
often and thus raise the exceptions more often.  
 
The fix here is to use int.TryParse (which does not raise an exception when it fails) instead of IConvertible when the Image 
could be avided if the application did not have Image settings that are invalid.  
 
It's also worth noting that the performance is only affected when the Debugger is attached. 

270424 Schedule Bug Fix UltraCalendarInfo.GetAppointmentsInRange finds non-existent occurrences out of range 
269952 SpreadSheet Bug Fix Some culture-specific formats are not applied properly.  

 


